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TRENDING CAUSE: Health and Human Services

More than $6 million was granted to Wings Special 
Needs Community in Edmond, OK. Wings enhances 
the lives of adults with developmental disabilities 
through social, vocational, and residential programs 
guided by principles of the Bible.

TRENDING CAUSE: Discipleship

Over $950,000 in grants were made to local and 
regional Christian Business Men’s Connection groups 
across the United States. CBMC connects men to 
God and each other through Christian peer groups 
and one-on-one mentoring.

TRENDING CAUSE: Justice & Advocacy 
Over $2 million in grants were made to Prison 
Fellowship Ministries, an organization working to 
make prisons safer and more rehabilitative, advance 
criminal justice reforms, and help all those affected 
by crime — both prisoners and their families — to 
heal and flourish.
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The Greatest Legacy

Michael and Susana Sollazzo’s journey to generosity began in 2012 when they realized their 
definition of financial success needed to change.

Michael related, “Ultimately, it was out of losing almost all of the things that were so important to 
me that I realized that I was focused on the wrong thing.”

Once focused on multiplying their wealth for their own family, Michael and Susana began to focus 
on building the Kingdom of God. That, in turn, transitioned to seeing the joy of biblical generosity. 

“I’ll never forget writing this check. It was the biggest check that I had ever written to a church,” 
said Michael. “As I wrote it, I just became overwhelmed with emotion. I started weeping, and God 
gave me that that verse, ‘The Lord loves a cheerful giver,’ and I never I never really understood 
that until that moment.”

 When the Sollazzos later decided to sell their business, they wanted to build generosity into the 
sale. They were able to utilize a donor advised fund from The Signatry to achieve a 2.5x multiplier 
of their charitable dollars, maximizing their generosity.

Now, that donor advised fund is a tool to build a legacy of generosity. Susana says, “It’s not 
just about what we do. It’s about what we teach the next generation — our children.” Michael 
continued, “The greatest legacy that we could leave to our children is a relationship with Christ, 
and like Susana likes to say, to love God and love others. We can do that through being generous, 
through our donor advised fund, through giving to those causes that the Lord has put on  
our heart.”

Watch Michael and Susana’s full story here: thesignatry.com/sollazzo
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About The Signatry

The Signatry seeks to inspire and facilitate revolutionary biblical generosity across generations.  

The Signatry seeks to inspire and facilitate revolutionary biblical generosity across generations. Through donor 

advised funds and other innovative tools and resources, families are empowered to live generously, modeling 

biblical values for future generations and making a greater impact for causes that align with their passions. 

Since its founding in 2000, The Signatry has facilitated sending over $4.1 billion to organizations around the 

world that are dedicated to solving the world’s greatest problems.

www.thesignatry.com

All numbers reported herein are accurate to the best of our knowledge as of the date of this report,  

March 2023. The timeline for completing complex gifts, as well as the completion of regular audit procedures, may 

result in revised numbers over time.


